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CIDCO of Maharashtra Ltd, Applicant

Versus

M/s. Maharashtra Chamber of Housing Industry,. Non-applicant

Mr. Hemant Prabhulkar r/b )urisperitus Mumbai, Advocate for
Applicant.
Adv. Ritika Agarwal and Adv. Sanjuna Sudhakaran i/b Acelegal,
Advocate for Non-applicant.

CORAM : INDIRA JAIN J., CHAIRPERSON &
s. s. SANDHU, MEMBER (A)

DATE : 29rH OCTOBE& 2020.

(THROUGH VrDEO CONFERENCING)

Heard learned counsel for the parties with regard to

Application for condonation of delay.

2. Learned counsel for Applicant submitted that though

the impugned order was passed on 03.06,2019, Applicant came

to know about this from the newspaper reports published on or

around 29,07.20L9 only. Learned counsel for Applicant

submitted that in view of certain findings in the otherwise

favourable order, a considered policy decision was taken for

filing the Appeal after due examination. Appeal papers were

prepared after necessary legal consultation. However, in the
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meantime the office staff of Applicant was requisitioned for the

State Assembly Elections to be held in September/October,

2019, He submitted that for the aforesaid genuine and

reasonable causes, a delay of around t24 days from the date

of order has occurred in filing the Appeal which is neither

intentional nor deliberate.
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3. Learned counsel for Applicant further submitted that

a bona fidelapse on the part of Applicant due to the aforesaid

r6asons alone cannot be the reason to turn down the plea for

condonation of delay and to shut the doors against the

Applicant. He argued that it is a settled law that if the

explanation for delay does not smack of mala fides or it is not

put forth as part of a dilatory strategy, the court must show

utmost consideration to the Applicant. To substantiate his

contentions learned counsel for Applicant relied upon the

judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in the case of

N. Balakrishnan Vs. M. Krishnamutthy [(1998) 7 SCC

L231. Relying further upon another judgment of the Hon'ble

Supreme Court of India in the case of State of Nagaland Vs.

Lipok Ao and Ors. [(2005) 3 SCC 7521, he argued that

certain amount of latitude is permissible keeping in view the

delay due to procedural red tape relating to the decision-

making process in the Government departments. H€,

accordingly, prayed for allowing the Application as the delay in

flling Appeal is not deliberate or intentional.
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4. Learned counsel for Non-applicant strongly opposed

the Application for condonation of delay. She submitted that

the alleged news reports are not submitted on record to

substantiate the date of knowledge of the order and therefore

Applicant's plea of being ignorant about the order prior to July

2019 cannot be accepted, She also stated that the ignorance of

Applicant about the stage of litigation and the order passed

therein amounts to failure of exercising due diligence by

Applicant and thus does not constitute a sufficient cause, which

is a pre-requisite, for justifying condonation of delay. She

further submitted that as held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of

India while declining condonation of delay of 728 days in the

case of State of Bihar and Ors. Vs. Deo Kumar Singh and

Ors., [(2019) (11) SCALE 484], condonation of delay is no

more admissible on the pretext of working lethargy found

prevalent in the Government offices. For the aforestated

reasons she pleaded to reject Application as no sufficient cause

for condoning the delay is made out.

5. We have perused the Application for delay

condonation and considered the submissions of the parties and

the case law submitted during the proceedings. None of the

parties could answer the pertinent query from the Bench about

the exact date of uploading of the order for the purpose of

ascertaining the exact delay in filing the Appeal. Respondent's

contentions for opposing the delay are unsupported by an

affidavit contrary to Applicant who submitted the grounds for

delay duly supported by an affidavit. In the circumstances,
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sufficient cause that the Applicant became aware of the

impugned order from newspaper reports and its staff was

requisitioned for Assembly Elections 20t9, for not filing the

Appeal within the time limit prescribed under Section 44(2) ot

RERA, 2016 appears not only undeniable but also reasonable.

Considering the aforesaid facts and the quantum of overall

delay in filing this Appeal, we are of the view that to avoid

denial of an opportunity and in the interest of justice delay

deserves to be condoned, particularly when delay does not

smack of mala-fides. Hence, we pass the following order.

i)

ii)

iii)

ORDER

Application is allowed.

Delay condoned.

No costs.

Gn,#item,t)(s. s.
Bmb/-
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